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Then, in order to regenerate the water and make it comparable to mountain 
water, it should be dynamized thanks to the Biodynamizer® which 
reproduces the natural water cycle in an accelerated manner by copying the 
movements of the water flowing freely in nature since the dawn of time. This 
technology is 100% natural (it combines thousands of vortices with magnetic 
fields and natural mineral frequencies). The Biodynamizer operates without 
electricity, maintenance and consumables and can be easily moved when 
moving..

To dynamize the water, 3 successive steps are essential:
• Filtration (Biofilter)
• Restructuration (Biodynamizer)
• Energization of water (Biodynamizer)

As a first step, it is therefore important to remove any pollutants that tap 
water may still contain. To do this, we offer the Biofilter® which applies a 
new technology of triple filtration including a pre-filter and an activated 
carbon filtration compressed in a hollow fiber which retains pollutants up 
to a Ø of 5 microns and which incorporates ionized silver. The filter 
cartridge should be replaced every 150 m3 (150,000 L) & max after 1 year 
of use. The Biofilter is SGS certified.

Recommended price list* (prices can be changed at any time)

Purchase price 

excl. Taxes 

(VAT, Customs)

Transport EU 

excl. Taxes

(VAT, Customs)

Biodynamizer® : dynamizer (no maintenance, no consumables) 2.800 € 55 €

Biofilter® : filter (Inox housing + cartridge 150 m3 included) 480 € 35 €

Biolimescaler* : additional treatment against limestone ; optional 680 € 0 €

Additional replacement cartridge for the Biofilter ; capacity 150 m3 190 € 25 €

The tap water in your home will thus turn into dynamized water, comparable to 
mountain water!
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If the hardness of the tap water exceeds 40 ° f (French degrees) then we 
recommend an additional limestone treatment device, the Biolimescaler® 
The Biolimescaler is guaranteed for life.

* Prices may vary by + 10% on export depending on the country of delivery of the devices
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